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In this paper, an important aspect in creating a symbolic image database (SID), useful for exact match retrieval is
addressed. The problem in conventional pairwise spatial relationships (particularly the 9DLT matrix) based approach
for representing symbolic images in SID is discussed. An eﬃcient method speciﬁcally for exact match retrieval, invariant
to image transformations is proposed. In order to take care of image transformations, a new concept called direction of
reference is introduced. The relative spatial relationships existing among the components present in an image are
perceived with respect to the direction of reference and preserved by a set of triples. The proposed method is based upon
principal component analysis (PCA). The ﬁrst principal component vector (PCV) of the set of triples corresponding to
an image is computed and stored as the representative of that image. The PCVs corresponding to n images to be ar-
chived in the SID are stored in a sorted order. A methodology for exact match retrieval is also presented in this paper.
The presented retrieval algorithm takes Oðlog nÞ search time in the worst case, with the help of the binary search
technique, where n is the number of symbolic images stored in the SID.
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Retrieval of images with the desired content
from a symbolic image database (SID) is a chal-
lenging and motivating research issue. A SID is a
system in which a large amount of picture data and
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doi:10.1016/j.patrec.2003.09.003logical images and physical images. A logical
image, also referred as symbolic image, can be re-
garded as an abstract physical image, while the
physical image is the real image itself. However, to
eﬀectively represent/retrieve an image in/from a
SID, the attributes such as symbols/icons and their
relationships which are rich enough to describe the
corresponding symbolic image are necessary. Thus,
many researchers (Chang et al., 1987, 1989; Chang
and Wu, 1992; Wu and Chang, 1994; Huang and
Jean, 1994; Zhou and Ang, 1997; Zhou et al., 2001)
have highlighted the importance of perceivinged.
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nents of an image for eﬃcient representation/
retrieval of symbolic images in/from a SID. Infact,
the perception of spatial relationships preserves the
reality being embedded in physical images besides
making the system intelligent, fast and ﬂexible.
Basically, there are two kinds of retrieval: simi-
larity retrieval and exact match retrieval. In simi-
larity retrieval, the task is to retrieve from the SID,
all those images that are similar to a given query
image, while the exact match retrieval process re-
trieves from the SID only those images exactly
identical (i.e., 100% similar) to a query image.
Infact, exact match retrieval is a special case of
similarity retrieval and more precisely is an image
recognition problem. Exact match retrieval is
widely used in professional applications on in-
dustrial automation, biomedicine, social security,
crime prevention, medical diagnosis and preven-
tion and many more robotics/multi-spectral/com-
puter vision applications.
There have been several attempts made by the
research community to scatter the demands in the
design of eﬃcient, invariant, ﬂexible and intelligent
image archival and retrieval systems based on
perception of spatial relationships. To make image
retrieval, visualization, and traditional image data-
base operations more ﬂexible and faster, data
structure should be object oriented. The design of
such object oriented algorithms began with the
discovery of 2D string (Chang et al., 1987) repre-
sentation. Based on the 2D string representation,
many algorithms were proposed (Chang and Li,
1988; Jungert, 1988; Chang et al., 1989; Lee and
Hsu, 1990, 1991; Chang and Lin, 1996; Chang and
Ann, 1999) to represent symbolic images in a SID.
Using the concept of 2D string, in order to re-
trieve similar symbolic images from a SID, algo-
rithms (Lee et al., 1989; Lee and Shan, 1990; Lee
and Hsu, 1992) based on the longest common sub-
sequence matching were also proposed. Though,
these iconic image representation schemes oﬀer
many advantages, the linear string representation
given to the spatial relations existing among the
components takes non-deterministic-polynomial
time complexity during the process of string
matching and is not invariant to image transfor-
mations, especially to rotation. In order to reducethe search time and to avoid string matching, hash
oriented methodologies for similarity retrieval
based upon the variations of 2D string were ex-
plored (Chang and Wu, 1992; Wu and Chang,
1994; Bhatia and Sabharwal, 1994; Sabharwal and
Bhatia, 1995, 1997). However, hash function based
algorithms require Oðm2Þ search time in the worst
case for retrieval of symbolic images, where m is
the number of iconic objects.
Chang (1991) proposed a symbolic indexing ap-
proach called nine directional lower triangular
(9DLT)matrix to encode symbolic images.A 9DLT
matrix was used to preserve the spatial relationships
existing among objects in a symbolic image. As a
result of this, three models for image archival and
retrieval were developed (Chang and Jiang, 1994;
Chang and Wu, 1995; Zhou and Ang, 1997).
Chang and Wu (1995) proposed a scheme based
on 9DLT matrix for exact match retrieval. Indeed,
to the best of our knowledge, that is the only
model proposed for exact match retrieval. In their
work, the pairwise spatial relationships existing
between iconic objects were preserved with the
help of nine directional codes and were then rep-
resented in a 9DLT matrix. The ﬁrst principal
component direction of the set of triples repre-
senting the 9DLT matrix of a symbolic image was
computed and stored as the representative of the
symbolic image in the SID. The ﬁrst principal
component direction of all symbolic images were
stored in a sorted sequence, there by enabling the
retrieval process to consume only Oðlog nÞ search
time even in the worst case, with the help of the
binary search technique, where n is the number of
symbolic images stored in the SID. This is the
most eﬃcient and the only method proposed so far
for the retrieval of symbolic images with Oðlog nÞ
search time complexity. Despite its incomparable
eﬃciency, the method is not robust to take care of
image transformations especially, rotation.
However, one can ﬁnd the existence of a few
invariant models (Petraglia et al., 1996; Zhou et al.,
2001) in literature for similarity retrieval. Al-
though, these invariant models proposed for sim-
ilarity retrieval can be used for exact match
retrieval, it is not advisable due to the fact that the
exact match retrieval can be achieved more eﬃ-
ciently and more eﬀectively with less comput-
Fig. 1. A symbolic image.
Fig. 2. The nine directional codes.
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compared to that of similarity match retrieval.
Hence, design of an eﬃcient, eﬀective and invari-
ant model for exact match retrieval still remains as
an open issue in the ﬁeld of image databases.
In view of this, an eﬃcient method speciﬁcally
for exact match retrieval, invariant to image
transformations is proposed in this paper. In order
to take care of image transformations, a new con-
cept called direction of reference is introduced. The
direction of reference is conceptually aligned with
the X -axis of the co-ordinate system and the spatial
relationships existing among the objects present in
the image are perceived relative to the direction of
reference and then are preserved by the use of tri-
ples. The proposed method is based upon principal
component analysis (PCA). The ﬁrst principal
component vector (PCV) of the set of triples cor-
responding to an image is computed and stored as
the representative of that image. The PCVs corre-
sponding to n images to be archived in the SID are
stored in a sorted order. The proposed retrieval
algorithm requires Oðlog nÞ search time in the
worst case during retrieval, with the help of the
binary search technique, where n is the number of
symbolic images stored in the SID. Though the
proposed model appears to be an improvement
over Chang and Wus (1995) model, it is altogether
a new model. The proposed method preserves the
actual orientation angle which is computed relative
to the direction of reference, while Chang andWus
(1995) model is based on the nine directional codes.
The remaining part of the paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the exact
match retrieval approach. Section 3 discusses the
major problem with the 9DLT matrix based ap-
proaches. In Section 4, an invariant methodology
for exact match retrieval based on the novel concept
of direction of reference is proposed. The results of
the experiments conducted to establish the eﬃcacy
of the proposedmethodology are given in Section 5.
Section 6 follows with discussion and conclusion.Fig. 3. The 9DLT matrix of Fig. 1.2. An overview of exact match retrieval scheme
Before giving details on the exact match re-
trieval (Chang and Wu, 1995) procedure, initiallyin this section, a simple example to illustrate the
concept of 9DLT matrix is given. This is followed
by a brief description of the exact match retrieval
scheme (Chang and Wu, 1995).
2.1. Nine directional lower triangular (9DLT)
matrix
Consider a symbolic image consisting of four
components with labels L1, L2, L3 and L4 as shown
in Fig. 1. We may use nine directional codes shown
in Fig. 2 to represent the pairwise spatial rela-
tionships between x, a referenced component and
y, a contrasted component. The directional code
say r ¼ 0, represents that y is to the east of x, r ¼ 1
represents that y is to the north-east of x, and so
on. Thus, the 9DLT matrix T for the symbolic
image of Fig. 1 is as shown in Fig. 3. Since each
Fig. 4. A rotated version of Fig. 1.
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the 9DLT matrix is a lower triangular matrix.
The 9DLT matrix can now be formally de-
ﬁned as follows (Chang, 1991). Let V ¼ fv1; v2; v3;
v4; . . . ; vmg be a set of m distinct components/
objects. Let Z consist of ordered components
z1; z2; z3; . . . ; zs such that, 8i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; s, zi 2 V .
Let C be the set of nine directional codes as deﬁned
in Fig. 2. Each directional code is used to specify
the spatial relationship between two components.
So, a 9DLT matrix T is an s s matrix over C in
which tij, the ith row and jth column element of T
is the directional code of Zj to Zi if j < i, and un-
deﬁned otherwise. The matrix T is a 9DLT matrix
according to the ordered set Z.
2.2. Exact match retrieval scheme (Chang and Wu,
1995)
Using the concept of 9DLT matrix, Chang and
Wu (1995) proposed an exact match retrieval
scheme based upon PCA. The 9DLT matrix (Fig.
3) is represented by a set of triples, fðL1; L2; 7Þ;
ðL1;L3;7Þ; ðL1;L4;7Þ; ðL2;L3;6Þ; ðL2;L4;0Þ; ðL3;L4;1Þg
or simply {(1, 2, 7), (1, 3, 7), (1, 4, 7), (2, 3, 6), (2, 4,
0), (3, 4, 1)}. The ﬁrst PCV, ()0.1977, )0.1568,
0.9676), of the above set of triples was found and
stored in SID as the representative of the symbolic
image.
Thus, the retrieval of a symbolic image requires
one to:
• Construct the 9DLT matrix for the given sym-
bolic image;
• Find out the ﬁrst PCV (say D) of the set of tri-
ples representing the 9DLT matrix (algorithm
to ﬁnd out the ﬁrst PCV of the set of samples,
in general, is given in Appendix A);
• Search for D in SID;
• Extract the image index associated with D.Fig. 5. The 9DLT matrix of Fig. 4.3. Problems in 9DLT matrix based approach
Let us assume that a rotated version (Fig. 4) of
the symbolic image shown in Fig. 1 is given as
input during the retrieval phase. For the sake of
simplicity, the angle of rotation is taken, in thisexample, as )90. The corresponding 9DLT ma-
trix of the rotated symbolic image is shown in Fig.
5 and the corresponding set of triples is {(1, 2, 5),
(1, 3, 5), (1, 4, 5), (2, 3, 5), (2, 4, 6), (3, 4, 7)}. The
associated ﬁrst PCV is (0.5048, 0.4705, 0.7237). It
is clearly observed that the ﬁrst PCVs associated
with 9DLT matrices shown in Figs. 3 and 5 are not
identical, as their corresponding sets of triples are
totally diﬀerent even though they represent the
same physical image. This problem is due to the
fact that the directional codes are not invariant to
rotation. Instead of considering the pairwise spa-
tial relationships directly between two components
independent of other components present in the
image, if the relationship is perceived relative to
another iconic object, then the problem of getting
diﬀerent interpretations for the symbolic images
representing the same physical image in diﬀerent
orientations perhaps could be resolved. An in-
variant model to perceive relative spatial rela-
tionship between two iconic objects is thus
proposed and explained in the next section.4. The proposed methodology
The proposed scheme has two stages. The ﬁrst
stage proposes a novel method for representing
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SID, while the second stage suggests a corre-
sponding exact match retrieval scheme for a given
query image invariant to image transformations.4.1. Representation of images in SID
The proposed representation scheme computes
for each image, a direction of reference with re-
spect to which the pairwise spatial relationships
existing among the components of the image are
recommended to be perceived and preserved by the
use of a set of triples. Subsequently, the PCA is
employed to give a compact representation to the
set of triples obtained. Thus, the following are the
major steps involved in the proposed representa-
tion scheme.Fig. 6. An image with direction of reference (m ¼ 6, k ¼ 4).4.1.1. Computation of direction of reference
It is understood that, instead of perceiving the
pairwise spatial relationship directly between two
components, if it is perceived relative to a direction
called direction of reference, which is unique to an
image, then the problem of getting diﬀerent inter-
pretations for the symbolic images of the same
physical image in diﬀerent orientations could be
resolved. Perhaps, one such direction could be the
direction of the line segment joining the centre of
an image to the centroid of the iconic object which
is nearer to the centre of the image. However,
consideration of such a line segment as the line of
reference is not advisable since it is not always
possible to acquire images with the same scene
coverage. Thus, we recommend to choose a di-
rected line segment connecting two distinct iconic
objects present in an image, which are at the far-
thest distance as the line of reference, and its di-
rection from the object with lesser iconic label to
the other object as the direction of reference of the
image.
Formally, let I be an image consisting m num-
ber of iconic objects. Let O1;O2;O3; . . . ;Ok be
k6m distinct iconic objects present in I and let
L1; L2; L3; . . . ; Lk be their respective labels such
that, Li < Lj; i; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; k and i < j. Let Op and
Oq be two iconic objects with Lp < Lq, which are
at the farthest distance.i:e:; distðOp;OqÞ ¼ maxfdistðOi;OjÞ8i; j
2 f1; 2; . . . ; kg and Li 6¼ Ljg
where, dist( ) is a distance function which com-
putes the Euclidean distance between two iconic
objects. The line joining the iconic object Op to Oq
is the line of reference and its direction from the
object Op to the object Oq is the direction of refer-
ence for the image I .
If ðxp; ypÞ and ðxq; yqÞ are the co-ordinates of the
centroids of Op and Oq respectively, then we deﬁne,
a ¼ tan1 yq  yp
xq  xp
 
ð1Þ
and
b ¼ sin1 yq  yp
distðOp;OqÞ
 
ð2Þ
The direction of the line joining Op to Oq is given
by,
h ¼
aþ p if a < 0 and b > 0
a p if a > 0 and b < 0
a otherwise
8<
: ð3Þ
Fig. 6 shows an image consisting of a total of
m ¼ 6 instances of k ¼ 4 distinct iconic objects
with the direction of reference from Op to Oq where
p ¼ 2 and q ¼ 3.
An image sometimes may have more than one
pair of distinct objects placed at the same farthest
distance resulting with more than one candidate
for line of reference. If such is the situation, then
the conﬂict in choosing a unique direction of ref-
erence for such images is resolved by choosing the
Fig. 7. Perception of spatial relationship relative to the direc-
tion of reference.
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tion of all the candidates for line of reference as the
line of reference, and its direction as the direction
of reference of the image. Fig. 7 shows an instance
for the above situation. The object pairs ðOi;OjÞ
and ðOi;OkÞ are at the same farthest distance.
Therefore, the two line segments (shown in dotted
lines in Fig. 7) connecting the object Oi to Oj and
Oi to Ok are the candidates for line of reference.
The direction of reference of the image is the di-
rection of the line segment (line with an arrow)
obtained by adding the candidates for line of ref-
erence using triangular law of addition of vectors
(here each line segment is a vector).4.1.2. Perception of spatial relationship
Once the direction of reference h is computed,
the relative pairwise spatial relationships between
each pair of objects are perceived with respect to
the direction of reference. In order to make the
system invariant to image transformations, the
direction of reference is conceptually aligned with
that of the positive X -axis of the coordinate sys-
tem. This rotation invariant property could even
be achieved by rotating the image itself by the
angle h, but it is not advisable as rotating an
image consumes much time and results with dis-
tortion.
If Oi and Oj are two iconic objects such that,
Li < Lj, as shown in Fig. 7, then the spatial rela-
tionship hij of the contrast object Oj to the refer-
ence object Oi, is the relative direction of the line
segment joining Oi and Oj, with respect to the di-rection of reference h and it is preserved by the use
of a triple ðLi; Lj; hijÞ. On the other hand, if Li ¼ Lj,
then the spatial relationship hij and hji are com-
puted and the direction of the line segment joining
Oi and Oj, is the one which forms a lesser angle
with respect to the direction of reference. Thus,
there are T ¼ mðm 1Þ=2 number of triples gen-
erated to logically represent the image consisting m
number of iconic objects.
4.1.3. Creation of symbolic image database
Let S be the set of triples generated for a sym-
bolic image as explained in the previous subsec-
tion. The set S therefore logically represents the
symbolic image and can itself be stored in the SID
for the matching process at the time of retrieval.
However, it could be unwieldy as the size of S in
general is Oðm2Þ, where m is the total number of
components in the symbolic image. In order to
minimize the storage requirement, we suggest to
ﬁnd the ﬁrst PCV, D, the vector on which the
variance of the corresponding projected points is
maximally preserved after projecting the triples of
S onto D, assuming that the set S is a set of three-
dimensional samples, each of which is represented
as a point in three-dimensional space. Hence, PCA
is employed on S and its ﬁrst PCV, D is found.
This vector D can be stored in the SID to represent
the symbolic image. Thus, the creation of a SID
involves computation of the ﬁrst PCV for each
image to be archived and then storing them in a
sorted sequence so that the binary search tech-
nique could be employed. This helps in minimizing
the search time in addition to reduction in the size
of the SID.
In spite the method is theoretically claimed to
be invariant, due to the limitations of the com-
puting system in handling ﬂoating point numbers
and also because of rotation errors, the compo-
nents of the PCV cannot be expected to remain
entirely invariant but to lie within a certain range.
Since the PCV has three values, each rotated in-
stance of an image can be looked upon as a point
in three-dimensional Euclidean space R3. There-
fore, the set of all rotated instances of an image
deﬁnes in this manner a subspace of R3 and the
centroid of that subspace is chosen as the repre-
sentative of the image in SID.
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to create a SID for a given set of symbolic images
useful for exact match retrieval.
Algorithm: Creation_of_SID
Input: Set of Symbolic images
Output: SID, Symbolic Image Database
Method:
For each symbolic image I do
For each rotated instance RI of I do
(a) Compute the direction of reference h.
(b) Perceive the relative pairwise spatial re-
lationship between each pair of iconic
objects in RI with respect to the direction
of reference h and work out the corre-
sponding set of triples S.
(c) Compute the ﬁrst principal component
vector D of S (see Appendix A).
For end
(d) Compute the representative vector CI
(for the image I) which is the centroid
of all Ds computed for I .
For end
(e) Store the representative vectors obtained
for all images in a sorted sequence.
Creation_of_SID ends.
Based on the above representation scheme, a
methodology for exact match retrieval is devised
and is as simple as described in the next section.
4.2. Proposed exact match retrieval scheme
Exact match retrieval is an image retrieval
process where a symbolic image I is retrieved as an
exact match to a given query image Q, if and only
if both I and Q are identical. Since each symbolic
image I is represented in terms of a vector, which is
the average of the PCVs computed for all rotated
instances of I , the retrieval process reduces to a
problem of searching for, if not an exact, a nearest
neighbor for the computed vector D of the query
image Q, in the SID. Since the vectors in SID are
stored in a sorted order, the desired image can be
retrieved in Oðlog nÞ search time, by employing the
modiﬁed binary search algorithm (Guru et al.,
2000) where, n is the number of images stored in
the SID. The modiﬁed binary search techniquesearches for two successive vectors which bound D
in SID. Once such successive vectors are found,
their distances to D are computed and the image
corresponding to the vector which is nearer to D is
retrieved from the SID as the desired image.
Thus, we propose the following algorithm to
retrieve images from the SID based on exact
match.
Algorithm: Symbolic_image_retrieval
Input: Q, Query symbolic image
SID, Symbolic Image Database
Output: Desired image
Method:
(a) Compute the direction of reference for Q
(b) Compute the set of triples Sq preserving the
pairwise spatial relationships among the
components present in Q, relative to the di-
rection of reference.
(c) Find out the ﬁrst principal component vec-
tor say, Dq of Sq.
(d) Employ the modiﬁed binary search tech-
nique to ﬁnd out two adjacent vectors Di
and Diþ1 such that Di6Dq6Diþ1.
(e) Find out the distances, say d1 and d2 of Dq to
Di and Diþ1 respectively.
(f) Retrieve the image corresponding to the
index
i if d1 < d2
iþ 1 otherwise

Symbolic_image_retrieval ends.5. Experimental results
To corroborate the eﬃcacy of the proposed
methodology, we have conducted several experi-
ments on various symbolic images of both model
images and real images. Out of them we present
only three experiments here.
5.1. Experimentation 1
We have conducted an experiment on the
standard symbolic images (see Fig. 8(f1)–(f4))
considered by Chang and Wu (1995). During
representation, each symbolic image is considered
in 76 diﬀerent orientations, out of which 72 are
rotated instances (at 5 regular interval) and 4 are
Fig. 8. Symbolic images taken from Chang and Wu (1995).
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tors. For each instance of a symbolic image, a di-
rection of reference is computed as explained in
Section 4.1.1. The pairwise spatial relationships
existing between each pair of components are
computed with respect to the direction of reference
and are represented by a set of triples.
For instance, the direction of reference obtained
for the symbolic image shown in Fig. 8(f1) is 0.
The set of triples preserving the pairwise spatial
relationship among the components of the sym-
bolic image (Fig. 8(f1)) with respect to the direc-
tion of reference is S0 ¼ fð1; 2; 0Þ; ð1; 3; 20Þ;
ð1;4;339Þ; ð2;3;35Þ; ð2;4;325Þ; ð3;4;270Þg. As there
are four components, the set S0 has got C42 ¼ 6
triples. The set S0 represents logically the symbolic
image (Fig. 8(f1)). The set S0 itself could have been
stored in SID, but storing the set S0 itself is un-
wieldy as the size of S0, in general, is Oðm2Þ, whereTable 1
Span in ﬁrst PCVs for the symbolic images shown in Fig. 8
Image index Span in
First component Second co
f1 0.00180978 to 0.00183291 0.004569
f2 )0.00212963 to )0.00209936 0.001834
f3 )0.00317698 to )0.00315228 )0.000806
f4 0.00212023 to 0.00216356 0.003356
Table 2
Representative vectors of the symbolic images shown in Fig. 8 in a s
Image index First component Second co
f3 )0.00316463 )0.000791
f2 )0.0021145 0.001855
f1 0.00182135 0.004579
f4 0.00214189 0.003367m is the total number of components present in
an image. In order to minimize the storage re-
quirement, we compute the ﬁrst PCV, D0 ¼
ð0:00182150; 0:00458399; 0:99998784Þ of the set of
triples S0. Likewise, the sets S1; S2; S3; . . . ; S75 cor-
responding to the remaining 75 instances of the
symbolic image (Fig. 8(f1)) are generated and the
corresponding ﬁrst PCVs D1;D2;D3; . . . ;D75 are
computed. Table 1 gives the span in PCV com-
ponents computed in this manner for all four
symbolic images shown in Fig. 8(f1)–(f4). As sug-
gested in Section 4.1.3, we computed the centroids
and stored them as the representatives of the re-
spective images in SID (see Table 2) in a sorted
sequence. One can notice that the centroids are
distinct.
Let the symbolic image shown in Fig. 9 (Q) be
the query image. This query image is an arbitrarily
rotated instance, which is not considered duringmponent Third component
46 to 0.00459049 0.99998778 to 0.99998790
30 to 0.00187654 0.99999601 to 0.99999607
62 to )0.00077621 0.99999464 to 0.99999470
88 to 0.00337728 0.99999195 to 0.99999213
orted sequence
mponent Third component
41 0.99999467
42 0.99999604
98 0.99998784
08 0.99999204
Fig. 9. Q––A rotated instance of Fig. 8(f4).
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Fig. 8(f4). The direction of reference is computed
as explained earlier in Section 4.1.1 and the set of
triples preserving the spatial relationships existing
among the components are generated relative to
the direction of reference. The ﬁrst PCV Dq ¼
ð0:00214440; 0:00337728; 0:99999201Þ is then com-
puted for the set of triples. The modiﬁed binary
search technique is employed to search, for two
successive vectors which bound Dq. It is found thatFig. 10. Symbolic images of four rea
Table 3
Representative vectors for the symbolic images shown in Fig. 10 in a
Image index First component Seco
c )0.00827159 )0.0
d )0.00810757 )0.0
a )0.00752611 )0.0
b )0.00143076 )0.0the vector Dq lies in between the representative vec-
tors of the images f1 and f4 and their distances from
Dq are respectively 0.00124534 and 0.00001050.
Since the distance to f4 is lesser than that of f1, the
image f4 is retrieved and hence f4 is the desired
image.
5.2. Experimentation 2
We have considered the symbolic images (Fig.
10) of four keys extracted from (Guru, 2000) and
computed the representative vectors shown in
Table 3. Similar to that of the previous experi-
mentation, we have considered 76 diﬀerent in-
stances for each image during representation. We
have intentionally chosen this set of images to es-
tablish that the method is highly reliable in re-
trieving the desired image even though the images
(Fig. 10) almost look alike or are made up of same
number of objects with almost same spatial scat-
tering. Infact, sometimes, even our vision system
fails in distinguishing some of the rotated instances
of these symbolic images.l keys taken from Guru (2000).
sorted sequence
nd component Third component
0031386 0.99996576
0033761 0.99996707
0031277 0.99997163
0094487 0.99999854
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is validated by conducting several experiments on
rotated instances of the symbolic images (Fig.
10(a)–(d)) and it is observed that the desired im-
ages are retrieved for all query images.
5.3. Experimentation 3
Symbolic images in Fig. 11 are extracted from
(Guru, 2000). They are the symbolic images ob-
tained for 10 planar objects. In this experiment
also, 76 diﬀerent instances are generated for each
image during representation. The representative
vectors computed for the images (Fig. 11(P0)–
(P9)) are as shown in Table 4. One should note
that all vectors in Table 4 are distinct except (P6)
and (P9) as (P6) is a rotated instance of (P9). The
SID is created by eliminating such duplicates and
storing them in a sorted sequence. Thus, the
modiﬁed binary search technique could be em-
ployed to search for the vector in SID which is
nearer to the ﬁrst PCV of the query image.Fig. 11. Symbolic images of 10 planarIn this experimentation also, we have tested the
eﬃcacy of our retrieval scheme with several ro-
tated instances of the symbolic images (Fig. 11)
and obtained the desired results.
5.4. Experimentation 4
The eﬃcacy of the proposed methodology in
retrieving an appropriate image has been further
examined by storing the representative vectors of
all the images (union of all images considered for
experimentation 1, 2 and 3) in a single database.
All the representative vectors are stored in a sorted
sequence and is given in Table 5. This database is
created by considering a total of 1368 instances of
the symbolic images (Figs. 8, 10 and 11). It can be
noticed that the representative vectors correspond-
ing to the images are distinct and unique. It is also
observed that the performance of the proposed
retrieval scheme is accurate in retrieving the ap-
propriate image of interest, for a given query
image.objects taken from Guru (2000).
Table 4
Representative vectors computed for the symbolic images shown in Fig. 11 in a sorted sequence
Image index First component Second component Third component
P2 )0.00560771 0.00050654 0.99998414
P0 )0.00439206 0.00031226 0.99999028
P5 )0.00375842 0.0004773 0.99999282
P8 )0.00361429 0.00425993 0.99998435
P6 )0.00314333 0.0028475 0.999991
P9 )0.00314333 0.0028475 0.999991
P7 )0.00304893 0.00065994 0.99999514
P3 )0.00183456 )0.00192424 0.99999648
P4 )0.00092119 )0.00102308 0.99999908
P1 0.00556331 0.00558737 0.99996891
Table 5
A sorted sequence of the representative vectors computed for all the symbolic images of Figs. 8, 10 and 11
Image index First component Second component Third component
c )0.00827159 )0.00031386 0.99996576
d )0.00810757 )0.00033761 0.99996707
a )0.00752611 )0.00031277 0.99997163
P2 )0.00560771 0.00050654 0.99998414
P0 )0.00439206 0.00031226 0.99999028
P5 )0.00375842 0.0004773 0.99999282
P8 )0.00361429 0.00425993 0.99998435
F3 )0.00316463 )0.00079141 0.99999467
P6 )0.00314333 0.0028475 0.999991
P7 )0.00304893 0.00065994 0.99999514
F2 )0.0021145 0.00185542 0.99999604
P3 )0.00183456 )0.00192424 0.99999648
b )0.00143076 )0.00094487 0.99999854
P4 )0.00092119 )0.00102308 0.99999908
F1 0.00182135 0.00457998 0.99998784
F4 0.00214189 0.000336708 0.99999204
P1 0.00556331 0.00558737 0.99996891
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Perception and representation of invariant
spatial relationships existing among objects pres-
ent in an image indeed helps in preserving the re-
ality being embedded in an image. Devising
schemes which are invariant, fast, ﬂexible and
good in preserving the reality being embedded in
the images is a challenging task in the ﬁeld of
image databases. Infact, these are the shortcom-
ings existing in almost all so far proposed meth-
odologies.
Similarity match and exact match retrieval are
the two major issues related to any image data-
base. Similarity retrieval task deals with retrievingall those images that are similar to the given query
image from the SID, while exact match retrieval
process retrieves from SID, only those images,
exactly identical to the query image and is more
likely an image recognition problem.
Though, many models were devised for simi-
larity retrieval, only a few attempts were made to
devise invariant models for similarity retrieval.
The similarity retrieval models claimed as invari-
ant to image transformations are less eﬃcient from
the point of view of their usage for exact match
retrieval as exact match retrieval can be achieved
more eﬃciently and more eﬀectively with less
computation eﬀort and less resource investment
when compared to that of similarity retrieval. To
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proposed for exact match retrieval but it is not
invariant to image transformations speciﬁcally to
rotation.
In view of this, in this paper, we have made a
successful attempt in exploring a model which
overcomes the aforementioned shortcomings and
best suits exact match retrieval. The paper presents
a way of representing a symbolic image in SID
invariant to image transformations through the
perception of spatial relationships. The newly in-
troduced concept of direction of reference helps
in perceiving pairwise spatial relationships among
the components present in an image, invariant
to image transformations. The ﬁrst PCV obtained
for the set of triples which preserves the per-
ceived invariant spatial relationships, is stored in a
sorted sequence as the representative of the image.
The exact matched image is then retrieved through
the application of modiﬁed binary search tech-
nique. The proposed model integrates the repre-
sentation of an image with the retrieval of an
image. Unlike, other models, our model auto-
matically takes care of additional information
such as angles as it is based on the direction of
reference.
The transformation of a set of triples to the ﬁrst
PCV for diﬀerent set of triples is not biunivocal, as
there may be the same PCV generated for diﬀerent
sets of triples. Due to the limitation of PC trans-
formation, there is a possibility of getting identicalTable 6
Comparison of the proposed method with other previously proposed
Representation and
retrieval schemes
Adopted data structure
Chang et al. (1987) 2D string
Lee et al. (1989) 2D string
Lee and Hsu (1990) 2D string
Lee and Hsu (1992) 2D-C string
Chang and Wu (1992) 2D string+hashing
Wu and Chang (1994) 2D string+hashing
Chang and Wu (1995) 9DLT matrix+PCA
Petraglia et al. (1996) 2D-R string
Sabharwal and Bhatia (1997) 2D string+hashing
Zhou and Ang (1997) 9DLT matrix+ hashing
Zhou et al. (2001) A square matrix
The Proposed Scheme Set of triples +PCAﬁrst PCVs for diﬀerent symbolic images. Hence,
two entirely diﬀerent images may have the same
PCV. Under such conﬂicting situations, one could
employ second PCV for resolution, and go up to
the third PCV. If all the PCVs associated with two
or more symbolic images are same then it is sug-
gested to compare the eigenvalues associated with
the images. Upon its failure, it becomes inevitable
to further compare the retrieved triples with that
of the query image for exact identiﬁcation. Fur-
thermore, the precision of real numbers should be
carefully handled on conducting a binary search in
practical programming, since, each element of a
PCV is a real number.
Unlike the 9DLT based approach (Chang and
Wu, 1995), our method is invariant to image
transformations and it takes care of multiple in-
stances of objects, which is considered to be a
major problem in most of the existing methodol-
ogies. In addition, our method requires Oðlog nÞ
search time in the worst case to retrieve an exact
matched image from the SID.
A comparison of the proposed model with some
of the other models is given in Table 6.
It should be noticed that the proposed meth-
odology concentrates only on exact match re-
trieval of symbolic images from a SID. The task of
transforming a physical image into its corre-
sponding symbolic image is itself a research topic
(Chang and Wu, 1995). However, a few interesting
attempts towards the transformation of physicalmethodologies
Invariant to image
transformation
Retrieval time complexity
Not invariant Non-polynomial
Not invariant Non-polynomial
Not invariant Non-polynomial
Not invariant OðnÞ
Not invariant Oðm2Þ
Not invariant Oðm2Þ
Not invariant Oðlog nÞ
Invariant Exponential
Not invariant Oðm2Þ
Not invariant Oðm2Þ
Invariant Oðn2Þ
Invariant Oðlog nÞ
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found in (Guru, 2000).
The proposed model perceives the spatial rela-
tionships existing among the components present
in the image represented in the form of symbols,
regardless of the features and feature size of the
components present in the image. Devising a
methodology, which makes use of such features of
the components for more eﬃcient representation
and retrieval, is a topic of our future work. Since,
exact match retrieval is more likely an image rec-
ognition problem, our method appears to be useful
for object recognition. Hence, our other goal is to
adapt the proposed method for object recognition
purpose.
In summary, an invariant model for exact
match retrieval of symbolic image from a SID is
proposed in this paper. The major problem in the
9DLT matrix based approaches is discussed. Un-
like Chang and Wus (1995) method, the proposed
model is invariant to image transformations and
the beauty of our scheme lies in its eﬃciency from
the point of view of retrieval time (as it is of log-
arithmic time complexity). The eﬃcacy of the
proposed methodology is experimentally estab-
lished by considering a large database of 10,800
images.Appendix A
Algorithm: Find ﬁrst PCV
Input: Samples
Output: First PCV
Method:
1. Find the variance-covariance matrix say C
of the samples.
2. Find the eigenvectors of C.
3. Choose the eigenvector corresponding to
the largest eigenvalue as the ﬁrst PCV.
Algorithm endsReferences
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